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Abstract. LHC predictions for the charm and bottom nuclear modification
factors, Rc

AA(pT ) and Rb
AA(pT ), using pQCD and AdS/CFT drag energy loss

models are given. We show that a new observable, the double ratio Rcb(pT ) =
Rc

AA(pT )/Rb
AA(pT ), allows for easy experimental distinction between the two

classes of energy loss models.

The theoretical framework of a weakly-coupled QGP used in pQCD models that
quantitatively describe the high-pT π0, η suppression at RHIC is challenged by
several experimental observables, not limited to high-pT only, suggesting the possibility
that a strongly-coupled picture might be more accurate. One seeks a measurement
that may clearly falsify one or both approaches; heavy quark jet suppression is one
possibility. Strongly-coupled calculations, utilizing the AdS/CFT correspondence,
have been applied to high-pT jets in three ways [1, 2, 3]. We will focus on predictions
from the AdS/CFT heavy quark drag model and compare them to pQCD predictions
from WHDG convolved radiative and elastic energy loss and radiative only energy
loss [4].Comparisons between AdS/CFT calculations and data are difficult. First,
one must accept the double conjecture of QCD↔SYM↔AdS/CFT. Second, to make
contact with experiment, one must make further assumptions to map quantities such
as the coupling and temperature in QCD into the SUGRA dual. For example, the
AdS/CFT prediction for the heavy quark diffusion coefficient is D = 4/

√
λ(/2πT ) [2],

where λ = g2
SY MNc is the ’t Hooft coupling. The “obvious” first such mapping [5]

simply equates constant couplings, gs = gSY M , and temperatures, TSY M = TQCD.
Using this prescription with the canonical Nc = 3 and αs = .3 yields D ≈ 1.2(/2πT ).
It was claimed in [2] that D = 3(/2πT ) agrees better with data; this requires αs ≈ .05.
An “alternative” mapping [5] equates the quark-antiquark force found on the lattice
to that computed using AdS/CFT, giving λ ≈ 5.5, and the QCD and SYM energy
densities, yielding TSY M = TQCD/31/4.The medium density to be created at LHC
is unknown; we will take the PHOBOS extrapolation of dNg/dy = 1750 and the
KLN model of the CGC, dNg/dy = 2900, as two sample values.We will search for
general trends associated with AdS/CFT drag (denoted hereafter simply as AdS/CFT)
or pQCD as the aforementioned uncertainties mean little constrains the possible
normalizations of AdS/CFT RQ

AA predictions for LHC.
The AdS/CFT derivation of the drag on a heavy quark yields dpT /dt =

−µQpT = −(π
√
λT 2

SY M/2mQ)pT [3], giving an average fractional energy loss of
ε̄ = 1 − exp(−

∫
dtµQ). Asymptotic pQCD energy loss for heavy quarks in a static

medium goes as ε̄ ≈ καsL
2q̂ log(pT /mQ)/pT , where κ is a proportionality constant

and L is the pathlength traversed by the heavy quark. Note that AdS/CFT fractional
momentum loss is independent of momentum while pQCD loss decreases with jet
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Figure 1. (Color Online) (a) Charm and bottom RAA(pT ) predictions for LHC.
The generic trend of pQCD curves increasing with pT while AdS/CFT curves
decrease is seen for representative input parameters; similar trends occurred for
the other input possibilities considered. (b) Double ratio of charm to bottom
RAA(pT ). pQCD and AdS/CFT drag curves fall into two distinct groups; the
LHC should easily distinguish between the two trends.

energy. The heavy quark production spectrum may be approximated by a slowly
varying power law of index nQ(pT ) + 1, then RQ

AA ≈ (1 − ε̄)nQ(pT ). Since nQ(pT )
is a slowly increasing function of momentum, we expect RQ

AdS(pT ) to decrease while
RQ

pQCD(pT ) to increase as momentum increases. This behavior is reflected in the full
numerical calculations shown in Fig. 1 (a); details of the model can be found in [6].

For large opacity pQCD predicts nearly flat RQ
AA, masking the difference

discussed above. One can see in Fig. 1 (b) that the separation of AdS/CFT and
pQCD predictions is enhanced when the double ratio of charm to bottom nuclear
modification, Rcb(pT ) = Rc

AA(pT )/Rb
AA(pT ), is considered. Asymptotic pQCD energy

loss goes as log(mQ/pT )/pT , becoming insensitive to quark mass for pT � mQ; hence
Rcb

pQCD → 1. Expanding the RAA formula for small ε yields Rcb
pQCD(pT ) ≈ 1−pcb/pT ,

where pcb = καsn(pT )L2 log(mb/mc)q̂ and nc ≈ nb = n. Therefore the ratio
approaches unity more slowly for larger suppression. This behavior is reflected in the
full numerical results for the moderately quenched pQCD curves, but is violated by the
highly oversuppressed q̂ = 100 curve. The AdS/CFT drag, however, is independent of
pT . Approximating the medium with a static plasma of thickness L gives RQ

AA ≈∫ L

0
d` exp(−nQµQ`) ≈ 1/nQµQL which yields Rcb(pT ) ≈ nb(pT )mc/nc(pT )mb ≈

mc/mb ≈ .27. This behavior is also reflected in the full numerical results shown
in Fig. 1 (b), and so, remarkably, the pQCD and AdS/CFT curves fall into easily
distinguishable groups, robust to changes in input parameters. An estimate for the
momentum after which corrections to the above AdS/CFT drag formula are needed,
γ > γc, found in the static string geometry is γc = 1/1 + (2mQ/T

√
λ) [7]. Since

temperature is not constant we show the smallest speed limit, using T (τ0, ~x = ~0),
and largest, from Tc, represented by “O” and “|,” respectively. A deviation of Rcb

away from unity at LHC in year 1 would pose a serious challenge to the usual pQCD
paradigm. An observation of a significant increase in Rcb with jet momenta would
imply that the current AdS/CFT picture is only applicable at low momenta, if at all.
For a definitive statement to be made a p+ Pb control run will be crucial.
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